Abstract
. NS -Novelty Seeking / HA -Harm Avoidance / RD -Reward Dependence / P -Persistence / SD -Self-Directedness / C -Cooperativeness / ST -Self-Transcendence / * -p < 0.05 (Statistical significant was evaluated by independent t-test.) Table 6와 같다. HB -Hwabyung group / NHB -Non-Hwabyung group / NS -Novelty Seeking / HA -Harm Avoidance / RD -Reward Dependence / P -Persistence / SD -Self-Directedness / C -Cooperativeness / ST -Self-Transcendence / * -p < 0.05 (Statistical significant was tested by Analysis of covariance(ANCOVA). The age and sex factors were corrected.) 
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